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DR. MENDENHALL

We appreciate more, with each year's
work with him, the friendly interest and cooperation which Dr. Mendenhall gives us,
not only as a student body, but as students
individually. We are always proud to say,
to our off-campus friends, that we are
actually acquainted with the president of
our college: that we always feel that there is
a welcome for us in his office and that He is
sympathetically concerned with each of our
problems.

ADMINISTRATION
MRS. PFUETZE
We especially like the impartial attitude
our dean of women takes in regard to all
campus activities. Mrs. Pfuetze's aim is to
see that each Whittier College girl receives
the maximum benefit from her college
career, both in academic and social life, and
the role she plays in the adlustmen± of the
high-school student's views to those of the
college student is both important and successful.

MR. HOCKETT
Perhaps the first time you speak to Mr.
Hockett on that universal problem of tuition-terms you enter his office with trepidation: not so the second time. His is a positive genius for finding odd lobs around the
campus, or for creating new positions of
dignity for those students who wish to defray their college expenses. Perhaps this
success is due to the fact that he knows each
department and each activity of the college
as few other members of the faculty do.

MRS. WALKER
We've often wondered what the college
would do without Mrs. Walker, and during
the past few months, while she has been on
leave of absence, we have discovered lust
how much we can miss in the registrar's office her comforting wisdom on curricular
problems and her cheerful "Good mornings!" Her statistical methods in regard to
grade points and units will continue to help
us on the road to the coveted A. B.

FAC U LTY
Miss Anderson—Teacher of Spanish has
brought to Whittier College a knowledge of
Spain and Mexico that creates an interest
in even the thickest skulled football player.
Miss Andrews—With her delightful manner intrigues many innocents into her German realm and in return gives them more
than value received in Old World Culture.
Mr. Ashbey—He does it all with his little
phonograph, improves speech, developes
confidence and brings to light latent vocal
qualities. A few words well chosen is the
acme of efficient speaking.
Dr. Baldwin—The real psychologist who
rides herd at Wardman Hall, who definitely has the ability to take it, proven by
his smiling class room presence after nocturnal battles innumerable.
Mr. Bonham —Versatile athletic coach
contributed to Whittiers national prestige
by bringing home blue ribbons from the
Drake Relay carnival; besides, teaching
courses in Phys. Ed. technique, gymnastics,
tennis and basketball.
Mr. Clark—Librarianship to some may be
a task of wading through dusty stacks but
our guardian of the Y.M.C.A. library finds
inspiration and romance by allowing students to enjoy with him his stories of wisdom.

FAC U LTY
Mrs. Clevenger—Who teaches the flats
and sharps (about not to) the students of the
ivory tusked music box, and not only teaches
but plays to the delight of the elite of the
music world.
Dr. Coffin—Head of the psychology and
philosophy department makes his life work
not only his own enjoyment but that of those
who have the benefit of his classes.
Mr. Durham—Expert guide, campcook
and wayside philosopher who may be seen
any Saturday packing off with a group of
students to florify, philosophize and fossilize. Oh! Yes! He also teaches Botany and
Geology.
Mr. Don Evans—The newspaper man who
made good as a History professor and on
the side teaches would be reporters the difference between the bite of a dog or a man.
Madrid has not fallen as yet.
Dr. Herbert Evans—Lends just the right
religious touch to our campus and handles
the thankless job of chairman of the chapel
committee along with his class room duties.
Mrs. Maud Evans—Who as Home Economics professor enlightens our coeds in the
ways and means of avoiding gastronomical
complications.

FAC U LTY
Miss Gentery—Genial dorm mother at
Way Hall whose experience as a consulting
psychologist enlightens our students as to
the problems of maladjustment.
Miss Haroidson—Direct-or of the Whittier
College Symphony Orchestra and frequently teams with Miss Pease to bring culture to our own back yard.
Dr. Harris—World traveler, lecturer and
educator whose personality is greatly appreciated by everyone at Whittier. He
teaches the students of the English department Literature of the Elizabethian Period.
Dr. Henley—Economist who keeps his
finger on the publics pulse, and believes in
doling out economic principles with a moral.
To stop ugly rumor Dr. Henley is a progressive republican.
Mrs. Hildreth—Has the pleasant job of
teaching French to 'la Petit Circle Francais." To the University at Grenoble we
owe our gratitude for this pleasing exponent of the romantic language.
Miss Laughlin—Artist of note who graces
the third floor studio and lectures on the
contributions of art to human advancement.
Surely she isn't so bad.

FAC U LTY
Miss Lohmann—Instructor in piano who
has done wonders in the College music department. We wonder how she is still long
enough to rest.
Mr. McDonald—Teaches both on the
Broadoaks and Whittier Campii is always in
his office and welcomes visits from his students at any time.
Mr. Mills—Won honors at the national
Institute of Music which is a fete all Whittier is proud of. His specialty is harmony.
Mr. Newman—Head of the athletic department brings fame to the College with
his athletic teams that are always in there
fighting and a long way from the bottom.
The 'Chief also enjoys parades.
Dr. Ostrom—Is the man behind the
mysteries of the upper floor of Naylor Hall.
What I mean is those boys know Chemistry
and get the lobs.
Miss Pease—Interpretive dancing is her
specialty. She has shown her ability to train
others in the exhibitions staged at the city's
Golden Jubilee.

FAC U LTY
Mr. Pursell—Jovial as the day is long, the
"Cab Calloway" offhe Campus (actually he
is part Indian) has a pleasant word for everyone. Through his efforts the Glee Club's
trip was again made part of the year's program.
Miss Rice—Is the supervisor of the education majors practice teaching. Her pleasing
personality is the delight of all those working under her.
Mr. Riddel—Another of the noted persons holding forth in the music building. He
spends the most of his time on the organ at
the Friends Church.
Dr. Romer—Probably the quietest of the
members of the faculty yet is able to do
tricks by the hundreds in the underground
rooms of Naylor Hall, the Physics department.
Miss Shaffner—Is another new member
of the faculty this year. Her job is to instruct in the clothing department of the
Home Economics laboratory.
Dr. Skarstedt—Head librarian and master
of the Mathematics department. He also
teaches the difference between celestial
figures and heavenly bodies. (Astronomy to
those who don't know).

FAC U LTY
Dr. Smith—British Civilization and Constitution taught by Dr. Smith have been the
downfall of many a fine person, but don't let
it frighten you, he is really an ingenious sort
of person.
Mr. Spaulding—Activities of the A. F.
of L. and the C. I. 0. fall within the realm of
subjects understood by this part of the Economics department. Actually we like him
even if we don't Labor Problems.
Mr. Tupper—Traveler and lecture deluxe
spends his time reviewing trips to all parts
of the world. He collaborates with other professors in their courses as well as handling
his own.
Dr. Upton—This eccentric sort of gentleman is head of the English department.
Winfield Stafford is still the Waterloo of all
his classes.
Miss Verhulst—No other person could or
would go to the trouble of directing dances
and games for student functions in the capable manner in which she handles them. She
is head of the womans' Phys. Ed. department.
Dr. Watson—Hides away in the basement of Founders Hall and directs the activities of the Biology and Botany majors. He is
a teacher that people enjoy taking hard
courses from.

FACULTY
Mr. White—The head of the College
Y. M. C. A. curriculum, a department only
Whittier, on the west coast, has; official
Y.M.C.A. college. He is never seen without
that smile.
Mr. Whitten—Plays hide and seek among
the stacks of the College library. He is one
librarian that knows every book that is available at any given time, almost.
Dr. Zeller—New on the campus this year
has revolutionized the Drama department.
His little theater has been very successful
and it is through his work that we have become Drama conscious.
Mr. Baker—Former student has returned
to the campus as graduate manager. John
moves faster and does more than anyone
we know of. Efficiency on a large scale is
the only description suitable for him.
Miss Bewley—The young lady with the
capable look who has been in charge of the
registrars office during the absence of Mrs.
Walker. In her spare time she helps Mrs.
Foster in Platner Hall.
Mrs. Dallas—Is the most pleasant person
that "puts up' with the students in the office
in Founders Hall. Telephone calls, special
delivery letters and packages for everyone
go across her desk.

FACULTY

Mrs. Millham—Does the honors as hostess
at Way Hall. I hope she will forgive us for
running this picture, but the book was on
press before we knew that it was not to her
taste.
Miss Haig—Works in the treasurer's office and is the person that fills the mail boxes
with celophane windowed envelopes every
month. I wonder if she gets any results?
Mrs. Foster—Is the person behind the
scenes at Platner Hall. (I said scenes). It
must be quite a lob playing nursemaid to a
lot of College women. She also is the nurse
on the campus.
Mrs. Rudder—There is that woman again.
I don't think anyone ever wants to see the
assistant to the controller of an institution,
it only means one thing.

Meriden Hall located at the corner of
Philadelphia and Painter avenues is the latest
addition to the campus. It was purchased
by the college last year on an endowment
basis.
The Administratio n offices and the
Library are housed in the three story structure that was formerly the Elks Temple. In
the placing of the library in the new building
it has given ample space for a more
adequate means of putting the necessary
materials at the disposal of the students.
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MEND EN HALL
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When the Library was moved to the new
location it gave space on the campus for
the addition of a new department, The
Home Economics Department, that in the
first year of its existence has become probably the most popular in the whole College
curriculum.
The upper floor of Redwood Cottage has
been given over to the purpose of the long
needed Student lounge and student body
offices along with faculty offices.
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\EWTO\ ROBINSO\

Newton Robinson elected to the presidency by unanimous choice of the students
has proven that he was without a doubt the
logical man to fill the executive position,
Immediately after his election plans for the
comming year were laid.
With the opening of the school year the
knowledge grabbers were met by the long
awaited student lounge, and through the
year have seen the fruits of our prexy's work.
Newts ability as an executive has been
accepted by every one he has had contact
with during the year, which has been shown
by the respect the presidents of the California Colleges have shown toward him.
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

In reviewing the years activities of the
executive committee one can see several
items of unfinished business, signs of honest
effort, a bit of lazyness at times, and a number of worth while accomplishments. After
a few preliminary set backs in the way of
personnel of the committee, the years activities got under way.
The year round project of the Student
lounge was started in the summer months
and still stands an unfinished piece of work
for next year's committee to complete.
The freshman reception marked the first
in a series of diversified social events which
were culminated with the rather chilly allcollege week end.
Home coming day marked a high spot
in the year's program. Next year the old
grads will be glad to see the completion of
that long talked of change of the mail boxes.

Schmftl
Olson
GHien

Clark
Vhf
deMoulpied
Heinrich

An appropriation brought the rnch
needed hall social calender.
Again the student body is a proud member of the Whittier Chamber of Commerce.
Through the Student body President we were
represented in the Southern California Presidents Association and the Pacific Student
Presidents Association. A convention of the
latter was attended by three members of
our Student body.
Although still unfinished, the task of revising the S. B. constitution has been an interesting piece of work. A trophy case in
Menden Hall, a satisfactory Chapel committee, a well balanced group of campus
organizations, and the proper functioning of
college traditions, are closer at hand be-
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cause of the efforts of the executive committee.
With next years committee elected and
functioning, may the unfinished business be
completed and new projects drafted to
make their term a success.
The personnel of the Executive Committee
was made up of: President, Neut Robinson;
Vice President, Bill Schmitt; Secretary
Gayle Olson; Treasurer, Bruce Giffen; Senior Representative Marshall Clark; Junior
Representative Richard de Moulpied; Sophomore representative Bob Akers; Social
Chairman Shirley Vitt; Womens Representative, Dorothy Baker; Acropolis Editor, Cy
Heinrich; Quaker Campus Editor, Paul
Gardner.

Hutchison
Baker
Akers
Gardner
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Opening the fall semester activities of the
Associated Men Students, the upper-classmen were entertained at a gigantic stag in
which the Frosh took the leading role. Following this the men were given the opportunity to relieve themselves of some of their
romantic spirit at another stag, "A Night
in the Wild West," wherein large stake gambling was overshadowed only by the lineup
for refreshments.
Enthusiastic athletes were allowed to continue their favorite fall sports into the spring
when the A. M. S. sponsored and directed
an infra-mural football tournament which
ended in a tie between the Dormitory team
and the Orthogonian society. The intersociety basketball tourney resulted in victory for the Orthogonian quintet.
Featuring the year's activities was the annual A. M. S. Prom which was held at the
Surf and Sand Club at Hermosa Beach on
the last Saturday evening in April. One of
the top spot social events of the year, its
success was enhanced by the "rockin' rollin'
rhythm" of Dick Armstrong's orchestra.
Officers for the past year were President,
Art North; Vice-pres., Tom Hunt; and secy.freas., John Fobes; social chairman, Don
Shively.

North
Shively
Hunt
Fobes
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During the first week of school. Freshman
women were given one of the nicest treats
of their lives when they enjoyed a retreat
at the Mar Casa on Balboa Island. After
much ado, these poor, once lonely Freshmen, came back and found that they were
now members of the Associated Women
Students.'Twas not to be told them, for
they knew that Helen Anderson, president;
Gayle Olson, vice president; Mary Cornwall, secretary; and Evelyn Lindstrom, treasurer; were they who had planned this lovely
trip.
Next, following the Poetess Prom of the
year before, the Swing Prom swung around
in greal fashion. Everyone was there with'
his best bib and tucker to enjoy the beautiful moonlit gardens of the Hollywood Country Club and dine in some fashionable restaurant afterwards. A mass attended and
probably so since it was the bashful coed
who did the inviting.
Such a well planned year could not end
without an all-activity A.W.S. banquet when
this year's officers of the P.E. Club, W.A.A.,
Dormitories, and A.W.S. duly installed the
new officers for next year. New and unique
was such an affair and popular opinion has
it that next year will hold the same idea true
and we will have the greatest year yet.

Anderson
Cornwall
Lindstrom
Olson
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Richardson
Lautrup
Dietrick

'Tis of the greatest of regret that these

and that beautiful lawn and tree-decked

men and women, who four years back, tread

campus. With a sad heart, they will remem-

into the doorway of Founder's Hall and had

ber that it was men of their class who carried

their first glimpse of Whittier College. Now,
the athletic honors and brought Whittier
lust a few days away, they will be treading
College its many victories.
up the slopes past Wardman Hall and Gymnasium to the Amphitheater where they will

Now, they have finished four years of

receive that last little slip of paper to re-

schooling to go out into the world. They will

mind them of those buy professors, the de-

recollect that it was Ken Richardson who

lightful social activities, the chapel pro-

said, "Senior Class! Will the meeting please

grams, two championship football teams,

come to order?' And Art North, vice presi-
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SEN

IORS

dent, who sat in the front row to see ±ha

was tops in drama. Anna Johnson and

Ken was performing his duties properly.

Lurena Yee could certainly swing their bats.

Wilma Pemberton will never forget when,

But Barbara Dawson swung herself into many

while a senior, she had the miserable task

an important role with her clever dramatic

of taking minutes, and Dean Shively had to

ability. Never let us forget Swede Nelson,

care for the 'money bag." That dinner

Tom Hunt, Art North, Prince Rusk, Ken Rich-

dance at the Del Mar Club will linger in the

ardson, Newt Robinson, and many other fine

minds of many. Still, not to forget that Pike

athletes who brought their team through

Party at the close of the year, where every

with flying colors.

man and woman became a "kid" again and

Not one of these that graduate will ever

came home with a partner anew. Lest we

fail to remember that they had a part in

forget that many a lower classman looked

Whittier College; that they gave toward a

up in envy at Margaret Lautrup, that social

better trophy case; and that it may have

chairman perfect.

been one of them who was responsible for
painting the bleachers its fourth or fifth

In the fields of activities, dramatics car-

coat. No, they are leaving the school with

ried well along with athletics. Elvin Hutchi-

their hearts aching but with one of the

son, ace in every sport, never said he had a

sweetest remembrances of days that never

rival, but still will admit that Cliff Byerley

more will be.

Pemberton
Dean Shively
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HELEN ANDERSON
CalJornia
Wh
in Educ°1'
Ma\or
A.W.S
y.W.0
4
etaph0n
Class Secretary
peppers -4
'GirlS in Uniform

Pres. 4
PreS. 3
Treas. 3
l
Pres. 3
2

LO\S ANDERSON
Rosemead, cah{or
tAa\or in Education
Pasadena J.C.
A enian 2-4
Glee Club Soc. Cn.
paner Hall
'Trial by Jury'
.,Uncle Tom's Cabin"

JAMES AS
Monieb 0
tAa\or in Socia09Y
Franklin
Football

TELMA BAGWELL.
ld
wa , lnut Pak Co0'

Sec. 4
2-4
4
4
3

3-4
3-4

3-4

N4aOr in Biology
Thaian
Biology Cub
S
MadrigalingerS
Gee Cub
A Capella

3-4
3-4

CARLOS A. BAILEY JR.
ewp°' Rhode \s\and
Ma\or in zoology
Lancer
Bio\ogy Cub -4
chemistry Cub
Fou ndation
Baseball
Track
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Pres. 4
Pres. 3
Sec. Treas.2-4

DOROT BAKER
nia
Aonc0V Co\i0r
in CnemY
lan 1-4
C abin 2-4
A.W
Comm.
Executive
Chemistry club
Class Secretary
\nerd0rm Council

EUGENE BARAOE
wher, Ca\{ornla
in History
Wi\\iam Penn

Pres. 4
TreeS. 2
4
1-4
3
3

Sec. 4
Mgr. 4

Quaker Campus
Debate
Orr-bestra
Basketball

JOSEPH ALDEN BEESO
nia
Long Beach Ca\01
N4aor in Education
Long Beach J.C.
Lancer
Gee Club
Football

MADELE\E BERLE
E\ N4oflie ca\0tnla

Sr. t'Ag

1-2
3-4
3-4
3-4

-4

Group Ma\or
Palmer

CATHERINE BIRCH
Wh' California
Ma\or in History

2-3
1-4

Cosmopolitan Cub
Pe ppers
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LLOYD BISHOP
Pomona
ja\or in Education

GERALD E. BRUCE
emSY
sAa\o1 in Ch
WiUiam Penn
Club
m 5 '/
Che'
Glee Club
Biology club
Quaker Revelers

Pres. 4
1-4
Pres. 3
Mgr. 4

BARBARA BUTTERFELD
Aharnb Ca\UO3
sAa\or in i0ogy
Pasadena .0.
Bio\°9Y Club 3-4

-2
Treas. 4
Sec. 4

Tha\ian 3-4

BYERLE
0UFORD A.
nqe\eS California
Los
Social Science
Aa\or in
Frank\m
Glee Club 3-4
Drama Board
Wardm
"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
"Tria' by Jury"

3-4
Pres. 4
4
Pres. 4
3
4

CARL CALK
CaIijornla
3-4
tAa\0r in Educa 0'
M eap0n an
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MARSHALL CLARK
Ca\iornhô
Je\or in EngI
Frank
"lelloW JaGk'
AmocO
Class preside nt
Senior Representative

MAR'COGBURN
Ca\ {orfl
Majorin Education
Glee Club
Peppers

1-3

Pres. 3
1-4
2
eas.
Tr
4
Trees. 2

.C.A.
palmer l4

MARGARET COOK nla
a, Ca\0r
San
OflC
and HisOrY
n i pl.
Major
Santa Monica
' J.C.
2-4
Chn.
Plother Hall

AES COLE
orba Linda C
4a\or inology
Fuller10n j.C.
Biology Club

1-2
Pres. 4

1-2
3-4

JUATA COPPOCK
Whi' Ca01
Major n Educokion
Heaph0m0n 1-4
sponsor

Pies. 4
4
1-3

.C.A.
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DORISCROFOPT
orange, Ca\or
MajorEduca°fl

Pies. 4

Eureka Goe9e
u b 3-4
Glee Cl

Pies. 4
3

Way Hall
Palmer

AUCE DARL\G
Ca \jornIa
Major in \-isory
Tha\ian 2-4

Soc. Chn. 3
Pres. 4
4
Soc. C
2

Peppers 1 -4
"Girls in Uniform

BARBARA DAWSO
Major in Educat0n
Fullerton j.C.
AThenan
.
Drama Board
'Men N4us F g,,
Caloin
"Uncle Torn-s
Circ\e"
-Squaring The

Uym,4,N D\ETR\Cwher
AaOr in Education

-2
4
4
3
3
4

-4
-4

OrThO90m&
Football

ROBERT DRUR'
Ca\10'
In Science
Fullerton j.C.
Q0g0n ôn
College Knigh11
SocietV
Honor
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3-4
4
3-4

BARB\R/\C:
EL•T
j
jjornia
-4
4a\Or in EdUct0r\
Meiaphonian
Drama
Peppers

PAUL

Ca
in Education

Lancer Campus Editor
Quaker
E)ecuve Comm.

BRUCE L.
Esc0t1d° Ca\0mfha

Vice-P

Ma\Or in Soco\O9Y
Lancer \-4
Executive Comm.

3-4
3

Class Treas.
Glee Club
Honor Society
"Men Must F*'ght

AAXE GORSUC
C \jorfla
Whaer,
Educati on and

P.E.

Ma\or in
Palmer -4
Sponsor Chn. Board
Exec.
1-4

PreS. 4

icePre5. 3
Pres. 2
Reporter 2

Pe ppers
P.F. Club

/A\

ARTHUR CHRIST'
unn9ofl Park Ca\0
tAa\0r in psycho\0Y
Lancer
Honor Society

Sec. 3
3-4
Pres. 3

Cosm0P0 Club
"Heda Gabler"
Cabin
'Unce TOM's
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HELEN HOLMSTROM
whiiker Ca\03
Ma\or in Education
tAeaph0nian 1-4
W.A.A.
peppers

Soc. Cn. 4
1-4

JEAt4 HOPKINS
Fort DodgeIowa
major in Educatio

n

3-4

Athenian

ELV\
Red Oak,\owa

Ma\or in Education
Basketball.Capt. 3
Ortho90n
Football

2-3
1-4
2-4
2-4

Track
AThIeic Board

TOM HUNT
Long Beach Cah+01

Educa0n and Phys. Ed.
N4aor in
Football .
1-4
OrthO90n

2-3
VicePre5. 3
VicePre5
1-3
Pres.

Baseball
P.E. Club

LILLIAN
Whr,
N4a\0r in Education
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AARRET JE\S
-2
3-4

lAa\or in Education
Fue0n J.C.
'iwC.A.

INS
SRA JEAN JEK
Ar'reS n Education

1-2

j.C.

San

yorba Unda Cjiiornia
Ed.
'Aa\or in

j.C*

I -2
3-4
3-4

po\mer
P.E. Club

ERNEST JORD
rm a
wher, Oa\o
tv\a\or n

Economics

GEEV\E

J oy
CaMornia

Major in Sc
Palmer
Glee Club
lub
Cle mi5YC
Biology C1 ub
lnerd0rm Council

1-4
1-3
1-4
4
-2
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DEAN M. KREBS ia
Downey Ca\01
Major inBio\°QY

Treas. 3
3-4
3-4

Lancer
Glee Cu
QuakerReve
ioir
A Cape\ C
adrq Singers
"Trial by Jury

4

AUDRE'{ KRES\
Son Pedro, Oo\4orna

3-4

Major in 5oci0109Y
Thaian

m"\RION

LOU\SE mcGREGOR

Banning, co\orn°
Major in Educab0i
W.A.A.
P.E. club

ALTAE AGOO
Los Ange\eS Co\0°

-4

4

Major in Education

CLT0CK
PATR\C\
Los t.4ie'IOS Co\o0
va\or in Educa0n
nian
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4

MAURCE UNGENFEJER
Baldwin pack Oao
\or in Economics
43

LITTLE.
BARBARA
California
Whier'
in EngiS'

Palmer
Cass Soc. Chn.
Honor society
Campus
Quaker
The Cirde
in
Uniform
"\S
Gir

Pies. 4
2
1-3
4
2

MARGARET LAUTRUP
Lynw00d

Ed.
N4a\or in Phys.
-4
ATheni
p.E. Cub
Soc. Chn.
Student Body
planer Hall

TreeS. 4
Pies. 3
Pies. 4
Treas. 3

MARGARET LAWRENCE
orfl
whther Ca\ and Pren
in Eng\ish
j.C.

U.C.L.A.
Pe ppers
IWC.A.

E\/EL L\DSTR?M
in Education
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. cCURDY
Cdiforma

4

tvla\0r in History
William Penn

EL\ZABE MART
Rivera,
Ma\or in Education

DWIGHT MILLER.
ter, CcII-jorma
Ma0r in Science

1-4
3-4

Lancer
Honor Society
Foundation society

LULU
E Mone
Ma\0r in Educ0n and P.E.

Vice-P
Pres. 3

Athenian 1-4
plainer Hall
P.E. Club

Vice-P
VicePre 3

A.W.S.

ARE MORR\SP
whier,
in Educa0n

,mberilan
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3-4

WARD D. NELSON
N4QnrOV Ca\orflo
3-4
Pres. 4

Aa\or in B1010cly
0rTh09°
Bio\09Y Club 3-4

1-4

Class TreaS
Fooba\\
S.C.A.
Baseball

Treas. 4
2-4

ARTHUR NORTH
Inglewood'
N48\or in Economics
Qog0t1i

3-4

Class Vice-Pr
Quak Campus

Pres. 4
Pres. 4
4

3=4

Fooba\\
Basketball

v\vA Q'HERE
P-Icol Ca\0r

Educai0n
tAaOr in
Kappa
Gamma
Delta

JUATA OTT
c° Calliornia
AaOr In Faucation

EDWARD B. pATTERSOn
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BURTON E. pART
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Glee Club
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'Door in Spite
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Pres. 3
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Track qr.
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RACHEL RALSTR
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Fullerton j.C.
U. of Redlands
Tha\ian
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DON
Covn3' 03\ornta
Pres. 4
3
2-4
3

n Economs
.
QrThog
Li. of Hawaii
Baseball
Football

BRBAR\ STfrRBjOK
whif California
er
tva\0r in Education
Fullerton J.C.
Glee Club

3

OSM'Y'N STOUT
Son Pedro Ca\0°
{M.0
Lancer

1a\or

4

FRANC5 5WEENE
pork Co\0°
-4
lAa\or in Chen'Y
Franklin

KATRN MARIE TEEGARDEN
Long Beach

Co\010

Group tvla\Or
Long Beach j.C.
Metaphonian
P\a ner Hall
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SHIRLEYV\TT
Monrovia Ca\{0ta
hAa\Or in English
Citrus J.C.
AS.W.C.
Meaph0n 34

At'Th WEAVER
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Ma\o in English
Quaker Cam pus
Palmer
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"Girls in Uni0rm"
'Men MustPigh '
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1-4
Pres. 4
Pres. 4
4
1-4
1-4

In September the Juniors trekked up the
worn steps of Founders Hall and found, per
usual, sly newcomers to gather into the fold.
This done, Dashing Bashful Dick deMoulpied
from the Connecticut state, decided, along
with Harriett 'Pansy" Cooper to have a kid
party and initiate the shy ones in a royal
manner. So Cy Heinrich, with his money
bag, hounded everyone until he finally chose
the treasurers office to replenish the leather
worn article. Dainty fingers of Joy Fossum
wrote the invitations and Lambert Ferguson
Ferguson
Cooper

had a real time with his blue bow trying to

deMoulpied

show that he was vice president and that

Fossum
Heinrich

Dick needn't feel so haughty because he was
president.
But as this virile, brawny copy goes to
press, the class was arranging an evening of
gayety for those high and mighty seniors,
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which we declare, cant see as how they de-

while they whispered sweet nothings into

serve such a fete! But Harriett, along with

the attractive coeds ears.

her committee of five—Cayle Olson, Carol
This prittle prattle does not quite touch
Collins, Virginia Houghton Maribel Frantz,
the true personality of the Junior class. The
and Mary Lou Follett—turned tropical on
the whole atmosphere and turned the Riviera
Country Club into an Hawaiian paradise.
Palm trees, leis, and even bananas to eat

year was filled with many a pleasant activity and deeds of the philanthropic nature
carried the heartiest of favor. Active in

besides an eight course dinner predomin-

every student activity were they. So much

ated. These burly heroes (by this, we mean

so that the associated students elected the

the passing poets), really did the terraced

president of the class to the office of presi-

lawn an honor by gracing their presence on it

dency of the student body for next year.
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Francis
Frank

Under the leadership of Fred Francis and
Mastin Valentine, the former peagreeners,
this years Sophomore class, proved themselves to be one of the most active classes
in school. A most unique social program was
carried on by the members, the parties held
were beach parties and a theater party at
Valentine

the Roxy with games and refreshments at

Cravens

the town Y' following the show.

Fisher
Bishop

In the field of athletics there were many
of the fellows, that have shown during the
past year, that they will be capable of carrying on from where the present group of
senior athletes have left off.

SOPHC

Furman Frank Cravens, Oldham, Haendiges, Gates, Dorring, Williams, Bessho, Cole,
Bierma.
Second row: Marshall, Fowler, Kennedy, Hart, Cornwal, Thomson, Daas, Moss Hathaway Wynkoop,
Mead, Price, Perks.
Logue, Valentine, Robinson, Fertig, Bishop, Kelly Martin Daniels, Francis, Eastman,
Third row:
Beysinger.
First row:

The students have chosen from this class
the next vice-president of the student body,
Bob Akers who is only one of the prominent
persons of the class. With class elections
due it looks like another victory for the
Platner Sophs and the Orthogonians who
have controlled the gang since their entrance on the Whittier Campus.
While on the sublect of the Platner sophs,
some one has asked several times of late
why the Mets cant control the outfit; also,
when are they going to grow up.

AO R E S

Swener±on
Kennedy

After the customary introductions at the
mountains and the beach, the Freshman class
assembled for the first time to elect its officers for the year. Due to their popularity,
the fate of the class for a year was entrusted
to Bob Schuler as president; Bob Crossan as
vice-president; Gerry Hill as Secretary;
Ralph Bullock as Treasurer; Janey Eastman as
Social Chairman.
The two most important functions of the
class were the skating party, the first semester, and the Class Party, the second.

Shuler, B.
Crossa n
Bullock
Eas±ma n
Lord
Hill
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Winter, E. Pickett, Cleland, Merritt, Shriver, Tarr, G. Shakarian, Henderson, Dack,
Townsend, Evans, Hartley.
Second row: Olson, Lord, Mowery, Dill, Phelan, Reed, M. Picket, Nicholson, Manning, OConner,
Saxton, L. Shakarian, Lund, KuIp.
Root, Holingsworth, Reynolds, Holloway, Moore, Saunders, Drake, Vanheersum, Atkinson,
Third row:
Carlson, Lindsley, Keen, Johnson, Manely.
Fourth row: Parker, Lawson, Bullock, Baker, Miller, Crossan, Bacon, Goodrich, Wineger, Gayle, Vincent,
Eastman, Cooper, G. Wilson, Nelson, Hughes.
Atkisson, Emberson, Shuler, Claxton, Walters, Burry, Elkington, Houghton, Pettit, Lacey,
Fifth row:
First row:

Gardner, Grant, D. Wilson, McCloskey.

Both affairs were successful, and because
the class is the largest ever enrolled at Whittier College it has proven itself worthy of
proper self-management in social affairs.
One of the most outstanding achievements of the Freshmen was the construction
of the annual bonfire on Fire-hill for homecoming eve. The fire was a goodly blaze,
but the interesting ingredients proved to be
a source of merriment for all. After the fire,
the pajama parade liberated mirth and joviality heretofore unequaled.

FR E S H M E N
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'Oh, for the life of an editor!' This has
been the cry of both would-be-editors and
would-be-proof-readers. All in all this years
crop of readers have been a good natured
lot, who have managed to read between the
lines just about what ever they liked; and
have enjoyed doing so.
When one thinks of the Quaker Campus,
one thinks of the typewriters which in the
middle of stories utterly refuse to work; office-floor strewn with papers, (the janitors
never get that far down the hall), and last of
all the finished sheet, the Quaker Campus
seven columns wide, not to speak of its eight
or nine controversal cols.; which have harrassed both editor and reader.
This year's policy if there has been one has
been to present any side of an issue which
any contributer has felt needed presentation. Which means, not unrestricted griping
but rather freedom of expression and such
expression!
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QUA <ER CAMPUS
The sports page has been ably and quite
punctually handled by Art George of
'school-boy' fame. His assistants, Dick de
Moulpied, Frank Sinatra, Ken Richardson,
Norm Fertig and Steve Gardner have combined efforts to present a timely and interesting page of Quaker Sports.
Ann Weaver has had the particularly delicate and difficult Society page as her burnalistic project. Reporters for the several societies and clubs have contributed the copy.
Personalities has been ably handled by Doris
Mead.
The bulk of the ads found their way to the
back page, better known as Editorial and
Feature page. Credit is due Madeline
Beyrle, assisted by Gordon Foster, Phil
Maurer, Mastin Valentine, for earnest effort.
Betty Calk, Bill Hockett, Lurena Yee, Al
Fuson, Alva Munson, Tom Hunt, Newt Robinson and Art Crabb are responsible for copy
on the front page.

Weaver
George
Beyrle
deMoulpied
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ACROPOLIS

Eastman
Hall
Smith

The editor of a yearbook is dependent on

Houghton

those who are willing to give of their time
Little
Hawkins
Ferguson

in an effort to help, it is not possible to put
out a book of this type single handed. Betty
Hall is deserving of more credit than it is
possible to give space to on this page,

others who have been of service are: Art
George, Lambert Ferguson, John Eastman,
Cliff Byerley, Verda Hawkins, Virginia
Houghton and Jim Shidler.
Also many thanks to the splendid cooperation from the artisans working on the book,
especially to Monty Orr for his time and
trouble on the art work.
If the book pleases only a few the editor
will feel well repaid for the time and effort
spent in the publishing of this edition of the
Acropolis.

Ed\tor
C' Hemr

Manager
r rue0d
Home
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DRAMA

DRAMA BOARD
The achievements of the drama board for
the concluding year have been two-fold. The
facilities in the theatre have been greatly increased through the installation of a new
switch board, the construction and installation of the bridge the increase in the expanse and utility of the cyclorama and a
much-needed and most welcomed addition
of a costume and sewing room. Besides
these improvements made to the equipment
of the theatre has come a definite and encouraging improvement in the tone of artistic expression, which is due in no small
part to the capable direction of Dr. Winn
F. Zeller and his very able assistant and wife,
Wilma Zeller. What the students have
gained this year in education, in dramatic
experience, and in appreciation is best determined by the quality of work they presented to the student body and the reward
for their diligence and patience has best

Ashbey
Up±on
Zeller
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been evidenced in the enthusiastic comments that followed every production.
Contributing greatly to the annual homecoming-day celebration Dr. Zeller startled
his audience in the Woman's Club theatre
with a modern adaptation of Moliere's The
Doctor In Spite Of Himself' given in what
has become known as characteristic a-laZeller style: many of the lines used were
Zeller's—carriers of modernity to a seventeenth century work.
Martin Flavin's "Amaco," the Franklin
society play, was the second production of
the year. Though limited somewhat, by the
size and facilities of the Poet stage, the
drama was capably presented and succeeded in portraying quite realistically the
atmosphere, the speed and speculation of
life centered around big bus ness—a drama
in which capital is pitted against labor,
greed against unselfishness, liberalism
against conservatism.

Although four or five characters stood
out in the production it would be a mistake
to comment on the performance of any one
individual since the success of the play, as
it does with all plays, depended on the sincerity with which everyman from the committeemen to the president enacted his role.
"Hedda Gabler," Ibsen's great drama of
an unstable romantic who sought release
from the reality of life in the deep and dangerous haunts of illusion was the first play of
the winter semester. This play presented, by
an exceptionally strong cast, brought in a
new note of dramatic expression to the Poet
theatre which, it is hoped, will do much to
encourage an appreciation on the part of
all students for some of the greater playwrights who, like Ibsen, have written dramas
that will live and grow into artistic maturity.
The concluding performance of the year
was Valentine Kataev's "Squaring the
Circle," a delightful farce which invited the

participation of the audience quite as much
as it made demands on the players. This
play, though perhaps not the most artistic,
was, by all odds, the most popular presentation of the year.
It is most fitting, we believe, to close these
pages with a word of commendation to those
students who have not appeared in any of
the malor productions of the year. Some of
the work done in the dramatics and production class in abridged versions of "The
Circle," "Ghosts,'' "Liliom," "Outward
Bound," "S.S. Tenacity,'' "R. U. R.," "The
Fan" and "The Hairy Ape" was of such
superior quality as to merit, at least, this
brief recognition.
With the discovery of new talent and the
continued cooperation of those who have
participated in the major productions of
this year, the drama board looks forward
with anticipation to another year of successful and colorful achievement.

Robinson
Dawson
Byerley
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THE DOCTOR IN SPITE OF HIMSELF
By MOLIENE
THE CAST
Prologue
S g a n a re I e
Martine
M. Robert
Valere
Lucas
Geronte
Jacqueline
Lucinde
Leandre
Euphemie
Felecie
Tumblers

Arthur Hoffman
Burton Parminter
Lorraine Smith
Arthur Hoffman
Bill Schmitt
Maurice Counts
LeRoy Hughes
Bobbie Beyrle
Mary Lou Follett
Robert Oliver
Ruth Esther Smith
Naomi Wood
Les Garlinghouse
Merlan Emberson

0

U
By MARTIN FLAVEN

Skouras
Smith
Oliver
Jones
Burke
Mike
West
Clark
Slemp
Adams
Loeb
Peters
Lane
Queed
Brush
Black
White
Brown
Green

THE CAST
Benj. F. Miller, Jr.
Mike Mayberry
Dick deMoulpied
Bruce Martin
Marshal! Clark
John Eastman
Ken McNall
Cy Heinrich
Howard Daniels
Clifford Byerley
Lambert Ferguson
Bill Martin
Bill Hockett
Frank Winberg
Fred Borener
Conrad Wissman
James Ash
Don Henderson
Bob Akers
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HEDDA GABLER
By Henrik Ibsen

THE CAST
Julie Tesman

Hortense Hockett

Bertha

Ruth Esther Smith

George Tesman
Hedda Tesman
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Arthur Hoffman
Barbara Todd

Judge Brack

Marshall Clark

Eilert Lovborg

Robert Oliver
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SQUARING THE CIRCLE
By VALENTINE KATAEV

THE CAST
Vassya

Mas±in Valentine

Ludmilla

Barbara Dawson

Tonya
Abram
Emelyan Chernozemny
Dmitri
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Barbara Little
Jack Shuler
Frank Winberg
Clifford Byerley

GL E E C L U B S
THE GLEE CLUBS
With Frank Pursell directing the combined
units of the men and women's glee clubs,
the past year has been one of singular
achievement and lasting contribution to an
already well established musical background
at Whittier College.

rs± row:

Lemon, Bagwell, Manning, Lindstrom, Anderson, Crofoot, Houghton,
Garretson, Miller, Bierma.
econd row: L. Shakarian, C. Cole, G. Shakarian, Yee, Mead, Dorring, Redner,
Price, Holloway, Moury, R. Shakarian.
hird row: Wellman, Lowe, Winter, Dinwiddie.

Beeson, Durfee, Rees, Parminter, Counts, Krebs, Mendenhall,
Neushutz, Perry, Post, Pursell, Benedict, Ockerman, Nanny, Sheldon,
LaFleur, Foster, Axworthy, Stout, Byerley, Zellers.
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Since their organization last fall the choral
units have been working at full program capacity fulfilling more than fifty engagements which include Gilbert and Sullivan's
"Trial by Jury," Pergolesi's "Sabat Mater"
and "The Prodigal Son" by Sir Arthur Sullivan in addition to the regular weekly performances of the respective clubs.
Departing from the usual procedure of
presenting a routine concert with the comic
relief provided by an original musical skit
written usually by one of the members, the
glee clubs presented Gilbert and Sullivan's
forty minute cantata "Trial by Jury" before
a capacity audience at the Whittier Woman's Club auditorium April twenty-second.
Another variation from tradition was
marked by a short speedy tour down through
the South including stops at San Bernardino,
Colton, Arlington, Beaumont, Banning and
a concluding concert at the "Desert Inn" at
Palm Springs.

R C H E S T R A

The Whittier College-Community Sym-

worthy, Parks, Thompson, Fancher, Rails-

phony Orchestra, under the direction of

back, Monfort, S±arkenburg, Lewis, Bullis,

Ruth Haroldson, in its fourth season has

Stanley, Mitchell, Kline, Johnson, Stickney,

established itself as a permanent institution

Culp, Adkins, Leonard. Viola: Crumley,

on our campus.

Warren. 'Cello: Clevanger, Shakarian, Wil-

At the Whittier Golden Jubilee celebration the Orchestra combined with the Dance
group to form a major part of the Pageant.

son, Mowry, Hopkins. Bass Viol: P. Mitchell,
Whitten. Piccolo: Sheldon. Fluet: Sheldon,
Green, Richards. Oboe: Maxson, Christie.

Several concerts were held during the year

Clarinet: Canterbury, Warren. Horn: Dow-

with the Orchestra again combining with

ney, Linche, Johnston. Cornet: Rees,

the Dance groups for a Symphony-Dance

Hodgin. Trombone: Maxson, Sawin. Tuba:

Concert as the last program of the season.

Elliot. Timpani: A, Romer. Harp: Chandler.

Violins: E. Romer, Van Deman, Dack, Ax-

Piano: Lemon.
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SOCIAL

them so that they forget their bashfulness
and were glad when the next tea came.
From 3 to 5 ruled the invitations. But
many a woman arrived at 5 and left at 6
forgetting that promptness is the keynote to
popularity in the "friendly school" on the
hill.
INTER-DORM PARTY
'Twos movie night for the dorm women
FRESHMAN RECEPTION
and their selected escorts when they gazed
The lads and lassies that wear the green
at the way Romeo made love to Juliet and
hats and bibs were duly introduced to the
college's social activities at the little green

danced in the moonlit patio of Weiss' to a

reception given them at the opening of the

squeeky radio. Platner, Bolte, and Way

current school year. 'Twas held at the Whit-

Halls drifted together on Saturday evening

tier Woman's Clubhouse on Friday evening,

of October 24 to begin the social whirl of

September 18, at the close of a week of such

the fair coeds of these three dormitories.

hilarity that the Sophomores found themselves a difficult task in caring for the
youngsters.
Freshies managed, along with students
and scattered alumni, to dance after staggering through the receiving line and being
led by President Mendenhall up the tile worn
stairs to the ballroom.
SOCIETY TEAS
Beauty and simplicity reigned when the
four women societies introduced themselves
to recent campus coeds at formal teas given
by the Athenians on September 29, Palmers
on October I, Thalians on October 6, and
Metaphonians on October 8. Greeting
them, pouring tea, and offering dainty
delicacies to the newcomers enlightened
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Off-campus women have obliterated
their envy, however by having parties and
dancing in fairer moonlit corners with the
same prospective hopes for escorts to the
ensuing social activities on the calendar.
ALUMNI HOMECOMING
Armistice Day has a two-fold purpose at
Whittier College—to rush the alumni off
their feet and the football squad to rush the

In the evening, both alumni and students

feet off the opposing team. In other words,

were feasted and feted at a gala banquet

'tis Homecoming Day and each former stu-

honoring past Student body presidents.

dent was greeted firstly by a breakfast from

Thence to a rendition of the play, "The

their former society, a short get-to-gether,

Doctor in Spite of Himself," and later the

and glimpsing the most perfect football

masculine guests arranged their tux collars
and the feminine heart throbs grabbed their

game, with Willamette, any team from
trains and danced into swing time for the
Whittier has ever played.

remainder of the evening.
FOOTBALL BANQUET
Masculine sobriety was enhanced and the
adoration of the eyes of many were received by the burly heroes of the '36 football team at a banquet given in their honor
on the eve of December 6. With bashfulness and a wee bit of pride, Bill Tufts, accepted the position of captain for the ensuing year and many a weak heart waned when
Vic York handed that bee-u-tee-ful trophy
to that San Diego team.
Praise went to Elvin Hutchison and Ed
Patterson for the "most valuable men" and
smiles were plentiful for the remainder of
the eve spent in dancing and admiring
Myron Claxton, the handsome captain of
the Frosh team.
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and dined and danced in a wee corner of
the Biltmore Bowl. Metaphonians followed
in pursuit and wishing a light, and a lift,
dropped into the same place!
JOHN GREEN LEAF WHITTIER BANQUET
Just to show that poets and poetesses can
cooperate with the Quaker fathers of the
City, the Glee clubs, and those students
lucky enough to get invited or those with
that high financial status, trekked to the
Blue Room at the Biltmore and dined in
commemoration of Whittler's birthday.
Highlights of the evening were the talk
that Roy L. Smith gave and that delightful
dance in the Bowl afterwards.

SWING PROM
WOMEN'S FORMALS

The meekest of Freshmen women and the
boldest of Senior women payed quite an un-

'Men Wanted' was the motto of many

usual visit to the Date Bureau organized for

a gay society damsel when she went about

the sole purpose of helping the forlorn dam-

making her choice for the formal on Decem-

sel get a date for this evening of swinging

ber I I. 'Is that man taken? Now, who

and frolicing in the ballroom of the Hollywood Country Club. No corsages were

would have asked him!" Such were the reworn so bottles of perfume were hurriedly
marks passed around with many a young

emptied at that last breath-taking moment

man-intellegent blossoming anew, each with

before the coed fashioned herself before

a delicate touch of crimson.

her escort.

Athenians chose smoothness. So they

That odd day that leap year affords
should have been on Friday night, February

glided to the Beverly Wilshire to dance to
27, so that each young woman could have
Larry Lee's soft, romantic music. Palmers

her moment. But alas! 'twas not so. S00000l

chose publicity. So, they hied themselves

We all reached home at a nice respectable

to the Deauville where De Vota had her pic-

hour and no diamonds were seen for quite

ture taken. Thalians, became sophisticated

a time.
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WOMEN'S RUSH PARTIES
Formal and informal were those delightful parties given by each society for eligible
women on the campus. The first weeks of
March, as usual, coeds were swept off their
feet by the extreme rushing put forth by
members of the four societies.
The Palmers started out very well and
ahead with a fascinating style show and
dainty luncheon at Bullock's Wilshire in Los
Angeles. Thalians graced the atmosphere
of the Mission Inn in Riverside and paid homage to the Californian glamour that it affords.
Metaphonians came next with a rush down
to the Deauville Club in Santa Monica to
enjoy a full Sunday's festivities by swimming
and going on the merry-go-round.
The Athenians again took Palm Springs
as a setting for their perfect party for both
member and rushee. Happy and gay were
all as they engaged in swimming, badminton,
tennis, and bicycling in the pleasant sunshine which shone on those pretty coeds as
they took in the warm hospitality of the
Desert Inn.
A.M.S. FORMAL
The men gave the women a surprise when
they staged the A.M.S. formal at the Surf
and Sand Club and bid off campus women
to the affair. (It's too bad so many of the
men are married!)
Yet there are still some campus women
who take on a horrified look when Cy says,
"Don't worry, that picture will be on the
front page yet!"
INTERSOCIETY BALL
A warm coast breeze, a Monterey setting,
and one's favorite boyfriend, all went into
the consistency of a delightful evening
passed by the society maiden at the intersociety ball held at the Santa Monica Beach
Club. All went well—even the program that

the pledges of each society presented during the intermission.
Cokes and root beer seemed to be quite
a thirst quencher. But some people insisted
upon eating salty pretzels and chewing gum
to their hearts content!
CARNIVAL
Ice Cream stands, imitation saloons, fortune tellers, and a penny a shot at some unfortunate male pledge!
The quad again was the mecca for money
making and pledge ducking as the annual
carnival took full sway of college activities
on Friday, April 23.
It took the Babies' Ball to make the
climax! Dressed in the scantiest of garb
came men. (By this, we mean, diapers). And
dressed as mother's little Mary came the
women. What a swell time! It's too bad
such a good idea was not thought of before
the end of school!
ALL-COLLEGE WEEK-END
Again Balboa Island became a Whittier
College campus for the week-end of May
21, 22, 23. Aches and pains began on Friday and lasted till many a one returned
home on Sunday. The Rendevous was again
the popular place in the evening and many
a weary soul returned to his house to be
kept awake to the wee hours of the mornings by the pranks of some strange initiatory
procedure.
JUNIOR-SENIOR BANQUET
In the beautiful surroundings of the Riviera
Country Club which graces a height in the
attractive Bel-Air district, seniors were certainly given an entrance to tropical enjoyment in the pleasurable dinner-dance given
for them by the junior class, on May 28.
Every heart was happy at this last collegiate
social event that the seniors may attend. On
the marble dance floor danced couples and
others chatted during the evening that netted an everlasting remembrance in the
minds of those who attended.
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FO O T B A L L
The weather giving full indication that fall
was in the air was emphasized by the gridiron activities being staged on Hadley Field
under the guidance of the Poets wily coach,
Wallace "Chief Newman.
A squad of some thirty-five candidates,
which included fifteen returning lettermen
headed by Captain Walter Dahlitz, soon
soiled their newly issued moleskins as they
started preparations in defense of their grid
crowns of the past two seasons.
"Can the Poets make it three in a row?"
This was the question being asked throughout the conference by rival coaches and
Monday morning quarter-backs.
In reflecting back over the season such
memories as our bathing beauties" swimming in Oxy's pool . . . . that nightmare at
Santa Barbara . . . . glorious moments before a packed stadium of alumni in the Willamette "upset" . . . . and a new thing in
Southern Conference football brought into
being by Whittier College, two radio broadcasts, stand out as the highlights of the year.
Starting off the season with a loss handed
to them by Arizona State the Poets did not
give any indication that they would wind up
the season with a chance to put the final
standings in a three-way tie.
Playing good ball at times the twice-champion Poets would then lapse into fits of lifelessness. After a poor start in non-conference ventures, which resulted in three defeats, prospects brightened by a Poet win
over Oxy only to fall again when the
Gauchos ran roughshod over the lads from
'Ye Friendly Towne.' From that night on
the Purple and Gold players improved and
reached their peak in the Willamette game
on Homecoming Day. Thirty-six inches of
grass kept the Poets from at least tying for

Capt. Waif Dahlitz
Capt. elect Bill Tufts
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their third championship to close a season
featured by ups and downs.
Turning back the pages of calender to
September 25, 1936 to November 28 we
can follow in the footsteps of our cleatedshoe wearers, the 1936 Poet varsity.
Hadley Field, September 25: A Maroon
and Sold clad eleven came across the
border from Arizona to give the Whittier
Poets an early season lesson in the 'ways
and means' of winning ball games. In the
preview glimpse of the Whittier team a
young fellow named Howard Hooten crossed
the goal line twice for 12 points and aided
his teammates in keeping the Poets from
doing any great damage.
Los Angeles, October 2: Improved considerably compared to their opening debut
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Most valuable players
Ed Patterson
Elvin Hutchison
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against Arizona State, Whittiers gridders
met their second defeat when Loyola scored
14 points to the Poets 6. A pass from
Kermit Wood to Elvin Hutchison in the end
zone brought many a cheer from the Whittier fans. In the first half the two teams
practically battled on even terms and it
showed promise of a possible Poet victory.
After the rest period between halfs the
Lions came back and took over control of
the situation.
Fresno, October 10: A long train ride during the day and a fast moving opponent in
the form of the Fresno State Bulldogs ruined
the Poets third attempt to emerge victorious from the greensward. Several loyal supporters traveled the distance only to have
the Whittier aggregation allow the Raisin
City scorers to cross the goal line three
times to roll up 18 points as compared to the
Quaker's 0.
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Los Angeles, October 7: Occidental's
Tigers were listed on the Whither schedule
as the first conference opponents. Hopes of
a third championship were sent soaring as
the Poets paddled their way to three touchdowns during one of Southern California's
"unusual rainy days." Danny Tebbs blocked
a Tiger kick and Tom Hunt slid across the
goal line a la surf-board for the first touchdown of the game. Red Oak, Iowa's contribution to Whittler's football team, Elvin
Hutchison started his season scoring by
rowing his way past the water-covered goal
twice.
Santa Barbara, October 23: Train rides
and night games seem to have spelled ruin
for the Poets as they suffered their fourth
arc-light defeat, this time by the Gauchos
with a 26-0 score, the worst defeat of the
season. Hutchison was hurt in the first few
minutes of play but continued to play the
remainder of the half. It was in the second
half that the Gauchos went wild and scored
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Bill Andrews
Garry Breckner
Martha ODriscol
Dave Payne

Managers:
Woodnu±, B.
Eastman

20 points after being able to push only one
touchdown in the first half. This was the
game that ruined all hopes of winning the
conference crown for the Poets. At the
same time this defeat provided the "Monday-morning' quarterbacks with something
to talk about. Their biggest query being
"if Hutchison had not been injured would
the score have been any different." Who
knows? That was the way Lady Fortune
wanted it and we will have to be satisfied.
Hadley Field, October 31: Smarting from
the severe spanking that they received from
the Gauchos the week before made their
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second appearance on their home field to
pluck the feathers from the Sagehens. As
the result of the fine work of Hutchison,
Mulcahy, and Nelson Incorporated the Whittier eleven regained lost prestige by coming
out on the long end of a 12 to 7 score over
their non-conference rivals from Claremont.
La Verne, November 6: The Poets had
little trouble in running up 32 to 7 score in
order to keep warm on the cool November
evening. This game was the scene of one
of the longest runs of the year when Elvin
Hutchison galloped some 102 yards for a
touchdown only to have the play called back
because of a clipping penalty. Earlier in the
evening both Hutchison and "Swede Nel-

Rusk

Nor±h
Piper

son had romped off two runs measuring
close to fifty yards. An always dangerous
opponent and one of the scrappiest that the
Poets met during the year the La Verne
Leopards managed to sneak over the final
chalk line to keep from being entirely
blanked.
Hadley Field, November I I: Reports from
the north brought word that the Poets were
due for a terrible trouncing from the corn-
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bined hands of the Willamette University
Bearcats who had ventured forth from their
lair at Salem, Oregon. Playing before a large
crowd of Homecoming Alumni the Quakers
turned in one of their most brilliant exhibitions to turn back the highly-touted northerners by a 21 to 18 decision. Hutchison
out-played Willamette's Weisgerber, who
later rated Little All-American recognition,
when he mobiled off on three touchdown
treks of 26, 49, and 73 yards. Tom Hunt's
toe was responsible for the three extra
points which provided the winning margins.
Fans witnessed some fine line play from
Prince Rusk and Bill Tufts, in addition to the
backfield maneuvers of Hutchison, Ed Patterson, and Muichay.

Tebbs

B. PaTterson
Muichay

Hadley Field, November 21: A last
quarter rally brought the Poets another win
when they sent the Bulldogs of Redlands
home with bowed heads as the result of a
28-13 score. The linemen came in for their
share of the scoring when Captain Dahlitz
brought two points to Whittier via the
safety rule, Dietrich recovered a fumble
over the goal line, Hunt's conversions, and
Stephens' pass snatching for points. The
Poets final tally came when "Hutch" reaped
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off 41 yards for six points. One of the highlights of the game was the radio broadcast
which was obtained through the efforts of
Johnny Whitehead.
Hadley Field, November 28: While the
Poets had been playing the Bulldogs the
week previous the San Diego Aztecs had defeated the Santa Barbara Gauchos. The result of the final game of the year between
San Diego and Whittier would have a bearing on determining the championship. Whittier came within a yard of winning their third
consecutive championship in the final minutes of this struggle but the Aztec line was
determined that no Poet ball carrier should
cross the goal line and staved off the touchdown efforts of the Quakers. This game saw
two evenly matched teams take the field

Wood
Linkenfelter
Pavelko
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which provided for the fans one of the most
nerve-racking tussles of the year. As the
final gun sounded San Diego's Red Warriors
took back the championship to the Border
City as the result of a hard fought 19-14
victory.
At the close of the season the coaches of
the Southern California Conference huddled
in order that they might choose eleven men
for the All-Conference team. As the result
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of this meeting three Purple and Gold players had made an impression on the football
tutors and landed first string sobs. Bill Tufts,
guard Tom Hunt, center, and Elvin Hutchison, fullback, were the trio of Poets.
The coaches also picked Lyman Dietrich
and Ed Patterson as worthy material for the
second team. Four other Poets received
honorable mention; Art North, Bob Pieper,
Hal Stephens and Howard Nelson. With the
exception of Tufts the close of this season
climaxed the gridiron careers for all of these
grid warriors.
At the annual Football Banquet it was
learned that the committee had decided
that the 1936 team had two most valuable'
men in Elvin Hutchison and Ed Patterson.
To these two backfield aces went gold footballs in recognition of their outstanding performances for the Purple and Gold forces
during the past season. It was also here that
the Poets chose Bill Tufts to lead them on the
field of action during the 1937 season.
Thus ends another chapter of football history at Whittier College, not as successful as
the previous two championship winners, but
a team that was fighting every minute of the
game, which is the type its supporters can
be proud of always.
Fer±ig
Kruger
F. Elkington
C. Robinson

FROS H FOOTBALL

The Freshman team was outstanding this

Out on the field, Captain Myron Claxton

year in that they supplied pretty good fod-

held up more than his end of the line, and

der for the Chief in his preparations for
coming games. The little expected winnings,

Bill Lion shared the guidance of the team
with Eddie Nichols as man back. Were it

came through the stamina and persistance
not for the ineligibilities of the members of
from the power behind the team, Wood
the team, some conference games might
Glover, namely the Ventura J. C. game,
where over-confidence struck the opposition, and adding the pluck and determina-

have been arranged, but since it was not at
all possible, most of the games were merely

tion from the team as a whole, the boys in

picked up to stimulate the interest of the

green were not to be stopped.

class.
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B A S <ElBALL
Starting the season with five returning
lettermen, Coach Newman soon welded together a group of hardwood artists which
ended the conference race in second place
with a record of eight wins and two losses.
Both losses were avenged in later games.
During the practice season the Poets defeated the S. A. Woolen Mills, Broadway
Clowns, Chapman and Loyola while losing
to an equal number to the University of
Arizona, Chapman and Loyola.
At the start of the conference scramble
Whittier, Redlands and San Diego were
doped to fight it out for top honors. From
the first series which Whittier split with San
Diego to the last game when the Poets title
hopes hinged on the Oxy Tigers winning
from San Diego, the league presented some
of the best basketball seen in the west.
WHITTIER-.38—SAN DIEGO-40
January 22—The Border City lads captured
the opening game of the series from the
Poets on the locals floor. Both teams were
evenly matched and after a see-saw the half
ended with the score at 15 all. Led by Wilson, high scorer for the evening with 13
points, the Quakers held even with the Aztecs until near the end of the final period
when the visitors forged ahead to hold a two
point advantage when the gun sounded.
WHITTIER-41—SAN DIEGO-38
January 23—The second game of the opening series played at Whittier found two new
faces in the Poet starting lineup in the persons of North and McNaIl in the forward
line. That the locals were leading at half
time was mainly due to the fine offensive
and defensive work of North and McNall

Capt. elect Wilson
Dietrick
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combined with the spectacular all around
floorwork of Wilson, at the forward post
where he again led the scoring with 17
points. Going into the last forty seconds of
play, San Diego was leading 36-34 mainly
through the efforts of Lindsley and Anderson, Aztec sharpshooters. At this point Hutchison made a difficult backhand shot to
knot the score, necessitating an extra period
of play. In the extra period Wilson scored
a field goal and a free throw and Bishop
added a goal from midcour± while Burns was
only able to score one field goal for the
southerners only points and Whittier was in
possession of its first conference victory.
WHITTIER-22---REDLAN DS-29
January 29—Whittier suffered its second
defeat of the conference season at the
hands of the Redlands Bulldogs on the winner's floor. With both teams playing cautiously, the score at half time was tied at
thirteen all. Crawford, giant Redlands
guard, tipped the ball in from all angles,
leading his team with 9 points and causing
the Bulldogs to slowly draw away from the
Poets although Wilson with high scoring
honors with 13 points and Lester with 4 kept
the Whittier team always within striking distance of victory.
WHITTIER-55—SANTA' BARBARA-2 I
February 5—In their second two-game series of the loop season the Poets handed
Santa Barbara a double setback on the
Wardman Gymnasium floor. The Friday
night contest found the Poets leading all the
way, through the efforts of IvlcNall, Lester
and Wilson. The 33-14 lead which Whittier
held at half time served notice to the rest
of the league that the Poets had "arrived."
While the Quaker defence held the north-
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erners in check, McNall played spectacular
ball to take scoring honors with 13 points.
Thomas led the Gauchos with 6 points.
WHITTIER-40—SANTA BARBARA-27
February 6—In the second contest the
Gauchos found the Quakers fighting to protect a slim lead throughout the first half
which ended with the Gauchos only 5 points
behind their opponents, the score being 510. The second half showed Ease Wilson
putting on one of the greatest scoring exhibitions ever seen on the local floor. His 18
points scored in the second half combined
with 8 scored in the first period gave him a
grand total of 26 markers for the contest.
Howsman played a fine game for the visitors and led their scoring with 9 points.
WHITTIER-50--LA VERNE-25
February 12—Again displaying the skill
which was to place them high in the final
standings, the Poets had no trouble in overcoming the La Verne Leopards in their first
game on the local floor. With many substitutes playing the greater part of the
game, the half-way score was 24-10 favoring the Whittier five. Whittier was never in
danger from start to finish. This game
was marked by the great offensive and defensive play of Captain Newt Robinson.
Lester led the evenings scoring with 16
points followed by Wilson with 10 which
moved him ahead of Lyons of Occidental in
the conference scoring race. Anderson was
high man for the Dunkards with 8 points.
WHITTIER-34—LA VERNE-23
February 13—In the Saturday evening contest the Quakers had to bear down in order
to come out on top on a court much smaller
than their own. The different size court
evened up the teams to some degree and
Whittier was only able to hold a 14-10 advantage at half-time. The small La Verne
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team put up a stiff battle in the second session, but the pace soon began to tell on
them and Whittier pulled away to win by a
comfortable margin. Wilson found the small
floor to his liking and led both teams with
an aggregate of 18 points. Johnson led the
home team with 8 points.
WHITTI ER-43—OCCI DENTAL-42
February I 9—Journeying over to the Oxy
lair the Poets met the Tigers in one of the
wildest games seen on any court in the conference for some time. With both teams
traditional rivals, the game was played at
top speed from whistle to gun. The Poets
went into an 8-2 lead early in the game, but
were behind at the half 19-22. Going into
the closing period of the game the Tigers
were leading 42-41 when Bishop lofted a remarkable shot from midcourt which swished
through the net giving Whittier a one point
margin of victory in the last second of play.
Lester of the Poets and Carley of the Bengals shared scoring honors with I I points
apiece.
WH ITTI ER-42—OCCI DENTAL-28
February 20—In the second game, played
on the Whittier court, the Oxy Tiger was
sent home on the short end of the score
after a listless game as compared to the
night before. The one-sided struggle found
the Poets taking the lead early in the contest and never relinquishing it, half-time
score being 22-13. High point honors for
the game were divided between Lester and
Dietrick, who was the outstanding star of
both games, for Whittier; and Hagen of
Occidental with I I points. The double victory gave Whittier a firm grip on second
place behind the leading Aztecs.
WH ITTI ER-38---REDLAN DS-26
February 26—Staging a late rally the Poets
won their seventh straight victory in conference competition from the Redlands five
in the Wardman Gym. The first half found
the locals behind 17-20 after seeing their
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lead vanished time after time. Going into
the second half the Poets applied the pressure and built up an 8 point margin which
they maintained till the end of the game.
Wilson counted 12 points to top the scorers,
followed closely by Tracht of Redlands
with H.
Those who played their last collegiate
basketball game for the Purple and Gold are
Captain Newt Robinson, Hutchison, Dietrick, North and Ed Patterson. Captain-elect
Wayne Wilson again led the conference in
total points scored and made 143 points in
10 games to average 14.3 to lead in this department also. Except for two games lost
early in the season Whittier was as good as
any team in the league at the end of the
season and ended in second place for the
second consecutive year.
FINAL CONFERENCE STANDINGS
W
L
Pct.
San Diego
9
I
900
Whittier
8
2
800
Redlands
6
4
600
Occidental
5
5
500
Santa Barbara
2
8
200
La Verne
0
10
000

McNaII
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Coach Aubrey Bonham in his first year as
mentor of the Poet track team was greeted
with one of the strongest squads in the history of Whittier track and field aggregations.
Headed by Co-captains Danny Tebbs
and Lyman Dietrich such sure point winners
as Dick deMoulpied, middle distance runner,
Randolph Carter and Eldon Lindstrom,
sprints, Maurice Lingenfelter, who aided
Dietrich in the weight events, Kenny Richardson, hurdles, Bill Schmitt and Kirby Page,
middle distances, and Walt Swenerton,
qua rte r- m i I e.
With the exception of one meet the Poet
tracksters managed to break one or more
College records. Throughout the season new
marks were set up in the mile, 880, 220, 440,
half-mile relay, mile relay, shot put, and discus. Several of there marks were broken
more than once before the season closed.
In preparation for the coming College Relays staged at Occidental the Poets met the
Fullerton J.C. crew in a practice meet which
found the Poets having little difficulty in
taking care of their assignments. The following week at Oxy, Carter and Lindstrom
finished one-two in the hundred in the fast
time of 9.8 seconds. Later on in the afternoon the Purple and Gold relay runners finished in second place money in the medley
and half-mile relays. In their debut at Long
Beach the Poets suffered a bad case of
batonitis, dropping the precious piece of
bamboo in the sprint relays. The only gold
medal winners of the day was the two-mile
relay team of Page, Kegler, Schmitt, and
deMoulpied, falling nine-tenths of a second
of equaling the record. The medley relay
quartet trailed Oxy's team to the tape for
a set of silver medals.
Capt. Detrick
Capt. Tebbs
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Having trouble in getting started in conference meets due to the wet weather the
Poets finally started off in defeating Redlands and losing to San Diego in a threeway meet held at the Bulldogs camp. Three
Poet records fell by the wayside when Dick
deMoulpied showed his heels to his rivals
in the mile to finish in 4:28.6. In the next race
Walt Swenerton duplicated deMoulpieds
feat and won the quarter in 50.8 seconds.
The mile relay record was the third new
mark to be set up when the Poet quartet
stepped the distance in 3:26.8. Final score
San Diego 78, Whittier 47 Redlands 33.
Compton J. C. was the next opponent
scheduled for Whittier along with Riverside
J. C. The only outstanding feature of the
meet was the setting of a new half-mile
record of 1:57.2 by deMoulpied. Final score
Compton 85 Whittier 54 and Riverside 18.
Traveling to Oxy next for a fn-angular
meet with Cal-Tech sitting in for the third
hand. Here again the mile relay record was
broken with the new time of 3:25.2. Carter

continued his dual winnings in the sprints and
deMoulpied coming in first in both the mile
and two-mile. Final score, Occidental 75/2,
Whittier 5 I and Cal-Tech 24/2.
Richardson

Feeling the urge for more relays before
going back to the Drake Relays, Whittier
staged its own Relay Meet which is to become an annual affair. The Poets won the
four relays, three of the open races, and two
of the open field events. It was here that the
new half-mile relay record of :29 was made
along with a new discus mark set by Lingenfelter of 136 feet 7 inches. The Poets won
all of the cups as a result of their efforts and
ran up a total of 80 points as compared
to Loyola's 31 1/2, Chapman's 27, and La
Verne's S.
Meeting Santa Barbara next the Poets
had little trouble in handling things their own
way. The afternoon saw Co-captain Dietrich break Lingenfelter's newly set discus
record with a toss of 137 feet 21/2 inches.
The Whittier trio of sprinters, Carter, Lindstrom, and Hutchison, swept both the
sprints along with Swenerton, Schmitt, and

Hutchison
Swe n e rto n
Lindstrom
Carter

deMoulpied taking their pet events. Final

791/2 Loyola 5 I '/2, La Verne 47, and Chap-

tabulation found the Poets out in front with

man 44.

86 points to the Gauchos 44.
Tired as a result of their long cross-counPrior to their leaving for the Drake Relays

fty trip the week-end before, the Poets failed

Whittier's trackster defeated the Pomona

to do much in the Santa Barbara Open

Sagehens for the first time in the history of

Meet. Carter and Lindstrom finished sec-

the track rivalries. The Poets capitalized on

ond and third to Mack Robinson in the

their strength and ran up a score of 74 to

century. Carter obtained revenge when he

57. Carter found the Pomona track to his

won the furlong to beat out Robinson and

liking and stepped the furlong in 2 I .2 sec-

Lindstrom, who finished second and third.

onds for a new school record. In the first

deMoulpied had to be content to a second

event of the afternoon Lingenfelter broke

place in the half-mile behind Mounday of

his own shot put mark with a heave of 43

Compton which was won in 1:56.4.

feet 8/4 inches. Richardson came through
The all-Conference meet held at San
with his first win of the year in the highs
Diego this year concluded the track season
while deMoulpied won both distance races
and Co-captain Tebbs took the high jump.
The highlight of the season came when
the Poets traveled to the Drake Relays seven
strong deMoulpied, Schmitt, Swenerton,
Carter, Lindstrom, Richardson, and Hutchison making the trip, brought further glory

for the Poets. Winding up one of their most
successful seasons the Poets finished second
to the Aztecs. Carter stepped into a new
conference record running the 220 in 20.7
seconds. The other new conference record
set by the Whittier team when the Purple
and Gold relay team out galloped their rivals
to win in 3:22. In what was one of the most

to Poetville with victories in the half-mile
thrilling races of the day found Heryet of
and mile relays. In the shorter relay the
San Diego barely nosing out deMoulpied for
Poet foursome set a new College record of
1:28.7. Carter won his heat in the century

the half-mile crown. Swenerton also bowed
to an Aztec runner, losing the quarter to

but failed to place in the finals due to slop-

Alkire, who was timed in 49 seconds. Lind-

piness of the weather. While these men

strom finished third in the hundred as did

were gone the remainder of the team

Schmitt in the mile. Final score San Diego

ganged up on La Verne, Loyola, and Chap-

70½, Whittier 29, Occidental 25, Redlands

man. Tebbs was the outstanding man of the

22, Santa Barbara 10I/2, and La Verne 8.

day winning two events, placing second in
another, and third in two more. Final score
of the four-way meet found Whittier with
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BASEBALL
With the return of six lettermen, the ad-

intensive batting practices were engaged in

dition of six sophomores and two upperclass-

to prepare for the first game to be played

men, head mentor, Chief Newman early

against Pasadena J. C. March 4. Although

rounded into shape a team which held its

Captain Stephens held the Bulldogs to three

own with some of the best groups in the

hits, nine errors on the part of his teammates

Southland. At the first workout, held Fri-

lost the opening game by the score of four-

day, Feb. 5 at Wahoo Stadium, the follow-

one. In the second practice game Pomona

ing men reported for action: Logue, Fertig,

J. C. was beaten 12-6 on their own field

C. Robinson, Lester, Kunishima, Mitchell, E.

with Robinson receiving credit for the vic-

Patterson, B. Patterson, North, Bailey,

tory. The Poets were again victorious in

George, Sinatra, Don Shively and Captain

their following game with Robinson setting

Stephens.

the Compton J. C. team down 8-7 for his

The initial workouts were held in the form

second successive win. Kruger starred with

of conditioning exercises and drills on baserunning, bunting and the like. After the
squad had ironed the kinks out of its system
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a home run with the bases filled. Fullerton
J. C. was taken in stride to the tune of 8-3.
Chapman fell next by the score of 3-2. The
Poets four-game winning streak was halted
by the Pasadena J. C. team 15-8. Santa
Monica then nosed out an 8-7 win.
In their first conference game of the season the Poets were defeated by the Redlands University Bulldogs by the score of
3-0. Putman, the Bulldog pitcher was in
rare form and allowed only two hits.
In the second game of the series the Bulldogs, aided by six Poet errors, won as they
pleased by the score of 15-7. The Poets
made 14 hits, one less than the opposition,
but poor fielding proved the wide margin of
victory.
Outhit 13-8 the Poets lost their third
straight conference game to Santa Barbara
7-5. Captain Stephens and Sinatra led
Whither with two hits apiece, but their efforts counted for little as the team committed nine errors.
In the return game it took Santa Barbara
13 innings to down the Poets by the close
score of 10-9. The score was nine-all at the
end of the ninth with neither team scoring
till the thirteenth when the Gauchos scored
on two hits after two were out.
In another tight game Redlands lust managed to beat the Poets by the score of 6-5.
The game was a pitchers battle between
Lester and Putman till the ninth inning when
Redlands pushed over the winning run with
two outs against them.
In their first game with the Occidental
Tigers the Poets walloped the offerings of
Lyons, Tiger pitcher, for eleven hits and 12
runs while the best the Bengals could do off
Lester was seven hits and 4 runs. Sinatra
starred at the plate with three hits in three
times at bat.
Continuing their winning ways the Poets
next defeated the La Verne Leopards 8-4.
The game was well pitched with Mitchell,
Poet chucker allowing but three hits and
Messick of the Leopards giving up but five,
three of which were accounted for by first
baseman Don Shively.
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The second game of the series found the
Poets trouncing the Leopards by the score
of 16-7 with Robinson holding the opposing
batsmen to eight hits while his teammates
backed him up with a barrage of sixteen
hits.
Making a clean sweep of the three-game
series the Poets defeated La Verne 10-3.
Mitchell held the Leopards to six hits while
the Poets made nine hits off Messick. Bailey,
Poet center fielder got two singles in three
times at bat to lead his teammates while
Kunishima chalked up the only stolen base
of the afternoon.
The league-leading San Diego Aztecs
gave the Poets an 11-4 beating in the first
of a three game series. Lester of Whittier
was pounded for 16 hits, while seven was
the best Whittier could do off Churchman.
The second game found Whittier only
getting four hits and two runs which fell
far short of San Diego's eleven hits and 9
runs. Lester was unable to stem the basehits
of the Southerners while Walker of San
Diego successfully fooled the Poets for the
entire game.
The final game of the series resulted in
another win for the Aztecs, this time by the
slightly closer score of four to one. Ed Patterson, Whittier catcher, was the only one
to solve Churchman's slants and he got two
singles in three times at the plate.
Occidental furnished the opposition for
the Poets in the final series of the year, and
in the first game of a double-header--they
also furnished more runs than the Poets and
thereby won the game by the score of 4-I.
Lyons gave the Poets lust four hits and two
of these were taken by Fertig.
The second game of the day and the final
game of the year for the Poets found them
again second best to Lyons as he defeated
Whittier for the second time in one day by
the score of 4-3. Mitchell pitched good ball
for the Poets, but could not overcome the
burden of four errors which came at crucial
moments. Mitchell and Sinatra led the Poets
with two hits in three times at bat.

T

ENNIS

This year's tennis team was composed of
both Frosh and Varsity tennis players. There
were no official conference matches, approximately twenty practice matches were
played with high schools, lunior colleges
and colleges. Among the victories were
Fullerton J.C., Occidental Frosh, Pomona
J.C., and Santa Monica J.C.
The team was under the direction of
Coach Bonham who was assisted by Harold
Demerest of the local sporting goods firm,
Bob Crossan served as player manager.
Whittier sent several men to the All-Con-

ference tournament at Redlands. The men
turned in fine performances and gained a
lot of valuable experience. Bob Crossan of
the Frosh went to the semi-final round to
place the highest of any of the Whittier
men.
The aim of this years team was to gain
experience so that Whittier would be in
a position to put a strong team on the
court next year. The following men composed the team: Harry Banks, Fred Francis,
Guy Martin, Bill Woodnut, Bruner Wolff,
Henry Lacey, Verlin Coffman, Don Miller,
Bob Crossan and Julian Grant.

S W I M M I N G
This year saw Whittier College start to
build a "merman" agregation that may in
the near future be a definate threat to the
long rein of Occidental College's Swimming supremacy. The varsity did not create
a big impression in the all conference meet,
but the freshman more than spoke well of
themselves as a summary of varsity and
freshmen times shows that the freshmen
turned in faster times for the same events.
The turn out was not very favorable although you must remember that we have
no pool.
Next year the varsity will be strengthened by the return of Don Kennedy, a freshman who can swim almost any event. Doug

Houghton who is a threat to the breast
stroke record, and Merlan Emberson who
with a little work, should garner some points
in the diving event. This year shows no loss
to the present distance swimmers while
Mastin Valentine should fair well in the
sprints.
Swimming has made its intrance into
Whittier college sports callandar despite
the handicap of having no swimming pool.
Freshmen team: Charles Cooper, Don
Walters, Douglas Houghton, Dean Wilson,
Merlan Emberson, Steve Gardner.
Varsity team: Don Morrison, Bob Lester,
Ken McNa!l, Mastin Valentine, Ellis Marshburn, and Phil Mauer.
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In an effort to measure up to the elegance of new blue and white uniforms, the
women's physical education department
rather outdid itself this year under the tireless leadership of Miss Lucille Verhulst, our
energetic department head, and Miss Esther
Pease, her petite assistant who danced her
way to the Whittier campus in the fall by
way of the University of California at Los
Angeles. Student leaders were Annie Phelan, president of the Women's Athletic Association; Lurena Yee and Marjorie Davis,
first and second semester presidents of the
Women's Physical Education Club. Highlights of the year, in addition to the regular
sports program, were a recreational program sponsored for youngsters of the com-
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munity; an inter-collegiate playday, invitations for which were sent to ten Southland
colleges; a program of interpretative dances
given during the celebration of the 50th
founding of Whittier in conjunction with
the high school; and finally, an elaborate
dance festival held during commencement
exercises.
Frequent meetings of the W. A. A. board
were held throughout the year to arrange
for rallys, athletic tournaments, recreational
games, a Valentine box, Rufus party and
other events of interest to all women. Members of the board included: Annie Phelan,
president; Evelyn Rowe, vice-president; Lois
Hunnicutt, secretary; Evelyn Cravens, treas-

Hockey team
Volleyball team
Basketball team

urer; Florence Bell, reporter; Jean Merritt,
freshman representative. Heads of sports
on the board were: Lurena Yee, basketball;
Virginia Garretson, volleyball; Anna Johnson, hockey; Marlorie Davis, baseball; Lorraine Smith, tennis; Margaret Lautrup, intersociety volleyball; Lulu Mings, recreational
sports. Under the guidance of these women, we in the W. A. A. began to gain
something more than merely athletic
prowess and to develop into sportswomen,
combining grace and ease at social gatherings with skill and speed on the playing field.
During the summer welcomed renovations
were made to our building; the towel room
was enlarged and space for equipment
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added, the lounge was completed, dressing
rooms were repainted, and at last equipped
with mirrors that not only didn't distort faces
beyond recognition, but also stayed put as
well. With these changes, Whittier was
proud to show her department to playday
visitors from Santa Barbara State, San
Diego State, La Verne, Chapman, U.C.L.A.,
and U.S.C. Perhaps the days theme of bad
luck and superstition was responsible for the
postponement from March 13 to April 17
made necessary by too frequent downpours
of friend Jupiter Pluvius. Arrangements
for the day were headed by Marjorie Davis,
Evelyn Rowe, Ruth Haendiges, Evelyn Cravens, Margaret Lautrup, and Jean Merritt.
The Women's P. E. Club carried out a
program of rhythms, social and recreational
games and sports for the benefit of boys
and girls of the community who have no
other opportunity of supervised play. Lurena Yee, Lula Mings, Margaret Lautrup,
Annie Phelan, Maxine Gorsuch and Anna
Johnson headed the committees in charge.
Including everything from clogging to
"flit" dancing in her program, Miss Pease
succeeded in building up a phase of physical
education which is most important. A group
was organized which met afternoons in the
W. A. A. lounge to discuss dance design,
and these women attended the Jooss Ballet
at the Philharmonic auditorium in December.
Descriptive dance interludes, directed by
Miss Pease, were vividly presented during
Whittier's anniversary celebration.
A committee composed of the executive
board of the W.A.A. and Evelyn Lindstrom,
Margaret Lamb and Dorothy Fowler was
appointed to reorganize the constitution 0+
the association. Also, a revision was made
in the point system for awards. According
to the new plan, points will be awarded on
a basis of participation rather than making
a team. Five women were presented with
athletic sweaters this year. They include:
Anna Johnson, Barbara Little, Maxine Gorsuch, Mary Page and Marion McGregor.

Tennis
Archery
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Opening the sport tournaments, seven
basketball teams were formed, captained by
Mary Page, Edyth Olson, Doris Williams,
Evelyn Cravens and Margaret Lautrup. The
-finish of the season found the seniors in the
lead with five games won and one lost. An
honorary team selected consisted of: Garretson, V. Phelan, Williams, Page, Willmarth,
and Saxton.
Inter-society volleyball followed basketball with the Palmers winning the tournament for their second consecutive year.
They again took possession of a silver cup
which will be awarded permanently to the
society which wins an inter-mural sport three
years in succession. The cup was presented
to Anna Johnson, captain of the team. Class
volleyball games were won by the Seniors.
In hockey, a two team round was organized with the freshmen and seniors matched
against the sophomores and juniors. The end
of the season found the senior-freshman
combination out in front. On April 10, fourteen W.A.A. members played at Griffith
Park, in Los Angeles, in a field hockey tournament with other W. A. A. members of
Southern Calfornia as guests of the Los Angeles Field Hockey Association. Following
student games, members of the first and
second teams of the L. A. F. H. A. played an
exhibition match. Incidentaly, Miss Verhuist
played right full with the association team.
Baseball marked the end of the W.A.A.
sport seasons with the combination Senior
and sophomore team winning first honors.
An honorary team made up of: Holloway
Lautrup, A. Phelan, Johnson, Davis, Townsend, Rowe, Willmarth and Yee was
selected.

DANCE GROUPS
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A T H E N I A N S
Officers:
First semester: Margaret Cook, president; Betty
Hall, vice-president; Marrie Morrison, recording
secretary; Lois Anderson, corresponding secretary;
Helen Tonjes, treasurer; Margaret Lautrup, marshal;
Maribell Frantz, social chairman; Virginia Houghton, publicity.
Second semester: Margaret Cook, president;
Lulu Mings, vice-president; Betty Hall, recording
secretary; Marrie Morrison, corresponding secretary; Lois Anderson, marshal; Margaret Laurup,
treasurer; Virginia Houghton, social chairman; Bernice Watson, publicity.

Margare± Cook
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Anderson
Brice
Dawson
Frantz

Hall
Hopkins
Houghton
Jennings

Jones
Lautrup
Magoon
Mings

Morrison
Price
R. Shakarian
Shuman

Thompson
Ton les
Watson
York

METAPHON IAN S
Officers:
First semester: Juanita Coppock, president;
Hortense Hocketi-, vice-president; Mary Cornwall,
recording secretary; Rose Frank, corresponding
secretary; Verda Hawkins, treasurer; Helen Holmstrom, social chairman.
Second semester: Dorothy Baker, president;
Shirley Vitt, vice president; Dorothy Fowler, recording secretary; Hortense Hocketi-, corresponding secretary; Helen Wellman, treasurer; Gayle
Olson, social chairman.

Doro±Hy Baker
Juan±a Coppock
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Anderson
Calk
Collins
Cooper

Cornwall
Cravens
Dorring
Earl

Felt
Fisher
Fowler
Frank

Hawkins
Hathaway
Hockett
Holmstrom

McClintock
Olson
Pemberton
Smith

Teegarden
Todd
Vift
Wellman
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PALMERS
Officers:
First semester: Maxine Gorsuch, president; Virginia Garretson, vice-president; Mary J0 Walling,
recording secretary; Evelyn Rowe, corresponding
secretary; Anna Johnson, treasurer; Mary Page,
social chairman; Lorraine Smith, pledge mistress;
Joy Fossum marshal; Eloise Mills, publicity.
Second semester: Barbara Little, president; Virginia Garretson, vice-president; Mary Jo Walling,
recording secretary; Lorraine Smith, corresponding
secretary; Devota Jones, treasurer; Mary Ann Munroe, social chairman; Marlorie Davis, pledge mistress; Nobu Bessho, marshal; Ann Weaver,
publicity.

Maxine Gorsuch
Barbara Lit±Ie

Ashbey
Beyrle
Bessho

Cogburn
Cole
Davis
Fossum

Gates
Ga rretson
Johnson
Jones

Joy
Lemon
Lindstrom
McGregor

Mills

M unroe
Page
Rowe

Smith
R. Thomas
Walling
Weaver
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I H A L I A N S

Officers:
Ruth Dyrr, president Dorothy Pfeiffer, vicepresident, Barbara Butterfield, secretary; Ruth
Railsback, treasurer; Thelma Bagwell, social chairman; Audrey Kresin, marshal.

Ruth Dyrr
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Bagwell
Brooks
Butterfield

Darling
Hobson
Hunnicutt
K resin

Moss
Pfeiffer
Railsback
Ralston

H. Thomas
Willson
Wood
Yee

FRAN

L I N S

Officers:
First semester: Marshall Clark, president; Richard
deMoulpied, vice-president; Lambert Ferguson,
secretary; Cy Heinrich, treasurer; Ken McNaIl,
social chairman.
Second semester: Ken McNaIl, president; Bruce
Martin, vice-president; Bill Martin, secretary; John
Goodman, treasurer; Bill Hockett and John Eastman, social chairman.

I\4arskaII Clark
Kenneth McNall

Akers
Ash

Byerley
Borener
Daniels
deMoulpied

Eastman
Ferguson
Goodman
Heinrich

Henderson
Hockett
B. Martin
W. Martin

Mayberry
Miller
Riley
Shitoto

Sinatra
Sweeney
Trueblood
Winberg

LANCERS

Officers:
First semester: Burton Parminter, president; John
Kegler, vice-president; Bill Woodnul-, secretary;
Art Hoffman, treasure; David Payne, social chairman; Phil Ockerman, pledge master.
Second semester: Carlos Bailey, president; John
Kegler, vice-president; Bill Woodnut, secretary;
Tom Woodnut, treasurer; Phil Mauer, social chairman; Phil Ockerman, pledge master.

Bur±on Parminter
Carlos Bailey

Beeson
Fobes
D. Fuckishema
P. Fuckishema

Gardner
George
Giffen
Hoffman

Kegler
Krebs
Laraway
Ockerman

Payne
Taylor
B. Woodnuf
T. Woodnuf

UH OGC)N I A NS

Officers:
First semester: Elvin Hutchison, president; Tom
Hunt, vice-president; Fred Elkingfon, secretary;
Dean Shively, treasurer; Art North, social chairman;
Second semester: Art North, president; Wayne
Willson, vice-president; Gene Bishop, secretary;
Harold Stephens, treasurer; Mastin Valentine social
chairman.,

Evin Hutchison
Art North

Bishop
Dietrick
Drury

Elkington
Fertig
Francis
Haley
Hunt

Kruger
Kunishima
Lindstrom
Logue
Nelson

B.Patterson
E. Patterson
Richardson
C. Robinson
N. Robinson

VP
•

Rusk
Dean Shively
Don Shively
Schmitt
Stephens

S we n e rto n
Tebbs
Tufts
Valentine
Willson

WM. PENNS

Officers:
Gerald Bruce, president; Dean Wiley, vice-president; Eugene Baramore, secretary; Art Nichols,
Dick Titsworfh, treasurers; Les Garlinghouse, social
chairman.

Gerald Bruce
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WM.

Nil S

Ba ra more
Ga r Ii n g house

Jordan
McCurdy
Nichols

Ti±sworth
Wiley
Ross
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DORMS AND CLUBS
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Much of the campus life of Whittier has

to their windows at four in the morning,

centered, as always, in Pla±ner Hall, where,

coupled with numerous screams, shouts, and

at (almost) any hour of the day you can find

roller-skating tours made the long structure

the campus Romeos and Richardson and

behind the pine trees a most interesting

LaFleur. Finishing touches were put on last

sight for visitors and passers-by throughout

year's big prolect, that of converting the

the year. The big event of the year for

basement into a game room. With an in-

those who live on campus was the inter-

crease in boy-struck frosh and lady-killers,

dorm party, when the girls entertained with

Platner continued its ways as the center of

a theatre party at the Carthay Circle, with

social life on the campus, both inside and

"Romeo and Juliet" on the bill, and supper

out. Faint shadows of girls being hoisted

at Wies's afterwards.

P LATN E
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Bolte Hall has become renowned as the

over costume designing and puts to use her

home of the "Secret Passion' party, and

valuable experience she gained at the Pasa-

we often wonder if some of the girls don't

dena Community Players. Bolte-ites in the

choose this dorm for the opportunity it

past have been known to be a bit more

gives to become acquainted, at least once

dignified than their sisters the Platner-ites;

a year, with the heart's desire. Bolte be-

since the Lancer invasion has become more

comes animated with dressmaking and fit-

marked we are beginning to wonder how

tings on the occasion of each malor play,

long Platner is going to keep her reputation

when Mrs. "Ma' Milham, dorm mother, takes

as the "hot-spot" of the campus.

B 0 L T E H A L L
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Although Way Hall is the smallest dorm-

part in all campus affairs, and despite their

itory on the campus, its residents find it

small number, the campus calendar has

nevertheless a most satisfactory place to

been marked with dormitory spreads, a

live. Because it is a little off the beaten

Christmas party, and birthday celebrations.

track, we don't hear quite so much of their

Perhaps the calm and peace that have

comings and goings; the espionage system

reigned over Way Hall during the past year

finds it a bit difficult to do its best work

may be traced to the social adjustment

under the glaring street lights of Painter

enterprise of the dorm hostess, Dr. Jentry

Avenue. The women have taken an active

of the psychology department.

WA Y H A L L
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The inmates of the building on the hill

sisted of late evening jaunts to the familiar

under the guiding hand of the genial Dr.

haunts on the boulevard (Jack's Salad

Baldwin and Mrs. Baldwin as host and host-

Bowl?) An evening of entertainment was

ess have become really quite a tame bunch

planned to retaliate to the Girls Dorm

of hoodlums, that is without Hal and Marsh

Party but due to unavoidable circumstances
was called off.

around to spur the boys on, and then the
famed Mr. Sweeney has taken a turn toward the finer things in life and must have

La Fleur and Byerley were the two presidents for the year with Ferguson and Foster
taking care of the money for the boys.

it peaceful during his sleep and study hours.
Kegler and Fred Elkington took care of the
The social program of the fellows con-

social plans.

WARDMAN HALL
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The Foundation is a Hard group to get a

of the group consists of the building of a

lot out of, that is about themselves and the

small planetarium on the campus, at the

inner working of the group. All that seems

present the plans are being laid.

to be known about them is that they are

The men of the Foundation are seen very

the science majors that have shown to the

little galavanting about the campus as they

group that they have the ability to cope

find their enjoyment in the goings-on of

with the workings of such men as Millikan,

Naylor Hall. Maybe they have found that

our own Dr. Ostrom and other prominent

college is actually a place to get an

men of the scientific world. The main work

education.

FOU N DAT ION
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Under the direction of Dr. Os±rom, head
of the Chemistry department, the club +I-

spoken to the group on their individual investigations.

owed the same general set up that it has
Dr. Ostrom started the affairs for the
in the past years. Without formally elected
year with his speech on 'Harronones.
officers the meetings have been presided
over by various members of the group. In

Among other subjects and speakers we have

addition to having no officers this club is

had are: Tom Lovell on 'Possibilities of

unique in that it has neither constitution or

Curing Tuberculosis Germs with Garlic,"

dues.

Dan Tebbs gave a demonstration lecture on

Added interest has been given to the

Microanalysis. Most prominent, of graduate

meetings due to the fact that the students

speakers was Wesley Walker whose topic

themselves, as well as guest speakers, have

was "Polarized Light."

CHEMISTRY C L U B
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The Biology Club is, as are other depart-

cessful years. Guest speakers and discus-

mental clubs, made up of the students who

sions of new problems have taken over the

are primarily interested in that field, also

majority of time at the meetings held once

those that feel they are doing a bit of high-

each month.

powered apple polishing by placing their
names on the membership roll.

Under the leadership given to the organization they have become one of the closest

During the past year Howard Nelson has

groups on the campus and have even gone

been the president of the Biology Club and

so far as to attend college functions in a

has given to them one of their most suc-

body.

BIOLOGY CLUB
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The College Knights have as usual spent

The new members taken in this year are:

the greater part of the year in pasting NO

Steve Gardner, Bob Crossan, Bob Elkington,

PARKING stickers on cars, it has been nec-

and Chester McCloskey from the Frosk

essary at times for them to even threaten
to let the air out of tires; nevertheless, this

class; Paul Fuckiskirna, Tom Woodnut, and
Mastin Valentine from the Sophomore class.

has taken a great deal of time but it has
No members from the Junior or Senior
been one of the minor functions of the orclasses were taken in this year due to the
ganization. They have as always taken on
the tremendous task of ushering at the

fact that the group already has their full

athletic events and keeping law and order

quota from those two sections of the stu-

around the campus and at college functions.

dent body.
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The Student Christian Association is new
on the Whittier campus this year. It is made

dent. The discussions are led by one of the
faculty members or one of the group.

up of the Y.M.C.A. and the Y.W.C.A. formerly two separate organizations on the

Membership is open to anyone wishing to

campus. The need for a stronger organiza-

loin, the only requirement is that they be a

tion was the main factor in combining the

member of Whittier College and be inter-

two groups.

ested in the work being carried on by the

The S.C.A. meets twice monthly at the

organization. During the past year they

home of one of the members to carry on

have operated with two people at the helm,

panel discussions on current religious prob-

Alice Darling and Bruce Giffen have been

lems and the problems of the college stu-

co-president of the group.

S.
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The Honor Society known to the large majority of Whittier students as the D.A.R.'s
of the campus have as their purpose the
bringing to Whittier a higher scholastic
standing and stimulating of interest in
scholastic work.

time and seems that it will be an endless
battle, which will end long after our time.
Ellois Mills was elected to the top position
of the organization and Irving Cox has had
the pleasure of taking minutes and keeping
the finances straight. When told he had

As usual they have been fighting to get

been elected to the secretary-treasurer job

a Phi Beta Kappa chapter on the local cam-

he said that would be a cinch as they never

pus, this battle has been going on for some

had a meeting or any money so why worry.

HONOR SOCIETY
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During the past year the women's Rhys.

had been planned, but everyone had a

Ed. club have organized a Saturday morning

good time and there were no hard feelings

play program, for the children of Whittier,

over the conflict in dates.

held on the athletic field and in the gym.
They also have sponsored intermural sports
for the women and a society program.
As usual the club's formal party had to
come on the same night as another party

The officers for the last year have been
presidents, Davis and Yee; vice-presidents,
Phelan and Blake; secretary-treasurers, Cole
and G. Shakarian; social chairmen, Heandigus and Dallas.

WOMEN'S P. E. CLUB
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ADVERTISEME \

The following merchants are continually
contributing to our school publications and
cooperating with Whittier College in every
possible way. Without the support of these
men it would have been impossible to produce a book of this size. With this fact in
mind, we are grateful to our advertisers
and urge that you give them your enthusiastic support.

HOMER TRUEBLOOD, Business Mgr.
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Acropolis Photolraph er

E. W. BLEW, A. R. P. S.
29 South Greenleaf Avenue
Whiffler, California

Class and private instruction in the
art and technique of photography

Exhibitor in the leading photographic
salons of the world
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PERSONALIZED COIFFURES—By Dorcas

Good Afternoon

Good Morning

Good Evening

GOOD WISHES for each member of the class of 37 and your success throughout
life—and remember—you're always welcome at the Cottage!

DORCAS BEAUTY COTTAGE
402 North Greenleaf

WHITTIER
SPORTING

GOODS

Specialists in
Athletic and Sports
Equipment

Diminative Dynamite

Phone 43-144

134 South Greenleaf
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there's a
reason
Thoughtful automobile owners buy insurance from this agency. They know we
sell dependable insurance of all kinds.

C. A. REES
Having Trouble

REALTY Co.

Harriet?

109 East Philadelphia Street
Whittier

California

THE

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

is interested in and ready to support every worthy community institution and enterprise. Whittier College is one
of the choicest of these. It is, therefore, deserving of our
continued goodwill and encouragement.
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EARLE A. GRAY

BOO KB I
Binders for 1937 Acropolis

Designers of Distinctive Yearbooks

501 Printing Center Building
1 220 Maple Avenue
Los Angeles

S
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GROCERIES

ALPHA BETA

MEATS, BAKERY

STORES

FRUITS AND

The Best for Less

VEGETABLES

COMPLIMENTS TO THE
GRADUATING CLASS

.

Oh! For the Life of a

DRIVE IN MARKET

Football Hero

Painter and Philadelphia
J. A. Gerrard, Mgr.

*
THE WHITTIER NATIONAL

*
190

Trust &
Savings

BANK

*
Careful attention to detail, both in
thought and dependable quality has won
for Progress-Bulletin printing the confidence of the LEADERS among SCHOOL
PUBLICATIONS.
The Acropolis is a Progress-Bulletin yearbook. Engraving by Metropolitan.

priolarolt

ullein
Progress-BulIeHn Building
Printers and Publishers
Pomona, California
.
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In Future Years
When You Leaf Through These Pages
May You Recall
Of

MYERS DEPT. STORE
Football Manager Woodnutt

Good Merchandise and

Watching Spring Practice

Whittler's

Courteous Service

Supreme Quality Ice Cream
and Sherbets

Sincerely Appreciative of Your Patronage

DELICATE, FANCY PIECES
FOR YOUR SPECIAL OCCASION

002 W. Hadley Street
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Rentals

Ranch Property

Insurance

Business Locations

Loans

Homes

0

Swain-Nanney Company
Incorporated

REALTORS
Hi Rook, Who's the
0

Cutie?
214 E. Philadelphia St.

Whittier, Calif.

COMPLIMENTS
of

WHITTIER LAUNDRY
ZORIC DRY CLEANERS
202-206 South Greenleaf Avenue

Phone 420-48
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.
As seen in the
Smartest of circles

KU PPENH ElMER
GOOD CLOTHES
Style Apparel for Mcii

Someone's Baby Sisters?

H I L L'S
121 E. Philadelphia St.

No, the Platner Sophs

Whittier, Calif.

For MiIadys Room
WHITTIER HOME TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH COMPANY
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Visit Our New
Fountain
THEN FOR—
Notions
Pencils
Candies
Stationery
Party Novelties
Ribbons
Laces
Art Goods

Try
F. W. WOOLWORTH COMPANY

A Big One for the

5c-IOc-15c STORE

Drake Boys

A. C. Felt, Manager
Whittier

127 North Greenleaf Avenue

SUCCESS

BUICK- PONTIAC

TO THE

G. M. C. Trucks

GRADUATING CLASS
Success

OF 1937

to the
Graduates

.

0

J. C. PENNEY Co.

COX MOTOR SALES CO.

124-126 N. Greenleaf

141-147 South Greenleaf

Whittier

California

Whittier, California
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SOONER OR LATER—
Oldsmobile
ii: you like
Cadillac
'GOOD FOOTWEAR
La Salle
you will wear

WALK - OVE RS

.

McALLSTER MOTOR SALES CO.

Edgington - Douglas

46 South Greenleaf Ave.
WHIThER, CALIFORNIA

Footwear

Phone Whiffler 426-09

108 East Philadelphia
Whiffler, California

A

For

Home

Home

Product

People

"CRYSTAL ICE"
Complete Line of All-Metal
Ice Refrigerators

Crysfa Ice Refrigeration Co.
Formerly

Look at that Crowd of

Whittier Ice & Coal Storage Corp.
S

Men Behind Her
Offices and Sales Rooms
110 North Bright
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Phone 426-57

WHITTIER
GROCERY
Orc uft's
Guy C. Orcut and Carl A. Orcutt, Proprietors

FREE DELIVERY

A HOME STORE OWNED AND
OPERATED BY HOME PEOPLE

0

Krueger About Ready

Phone 426-81

to Execute a Spectacular Play

119 EAST PHILADELPHIA STREET

FRANK J. DORE
0

Authorized Ford
and
Lincoln-Zephyr Dealer

Two essentials to life success and Happiness—
a GOOD education—AND a BETTER Home!
0

0

H. J. PERRY
Whittier

Montebello

Whi±tier
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If You Want A Job For Next Year Apply To

California Teachers'
Association
PLACEMENT BUREAU
offers state-wide information concerning
school positions

.

HUNDREDS OF TEACHERS

I Guess this Will Dampen
His Enthusiasm

PLACED ANNUALLY

200 Continental Bldg.

2163

408 So. Spring Street

Berkeley, California

Center Street

Los Angeles, California

Telephone:

Telephone: TRinity 1558

THornwall 3600

Established 1894

WHITE-EMERSON CO.
D. H. WHITE
C. E. EMERSON

Ambulance Service

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
EMBALMERS

Well Prince is He

401 East Philadelphia Street

a Guard or a Quarterback?

WHITTIER
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CALIFORNIA
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